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Geminate timing in Lebanese Arabic:  
the relationship between phonetic timing 
and phonological structure
Abstract: This study investigates medial gemination patterns in Lebanese Arabic 
(LA). It offers an account of the duration patterns of quantity distinction for 
 vowels and consonants in LA by using the most comprehensive dataset for this 
variety, and for Arabic in general, so far in terms of the number of speakers 
(20), the consonant types examined (24), the inspection of vowels preceding and 
following the consonant in durational analyses, and the inclusion of male and 
female speakers. The main aim is to show correspondence between phonetic 
 timing in LA and phonological accounts of syllabic structure that are based on 
moraic weight (Hayes 1989; Broselow 1995; McCarthy and Prince 1995). The study 
extends predictions of mora-sharing in disyllables with medial clusters that are 
preceded by a long vowel (e.g. /ˈmaal.ħa/ ‘salty-FEM-SG)’) to comparable syl-
lables with a medial geminate (e.g. /ˈmaal.la/ ‘bored-FEM-SG)’), which have not 
been investigated in Arabic before. It shows that vowel shortening preceding 
 medial geminates affects phonologically long but not short vowels, downplaying 
the commonly referred to closed-syllable shortening effect as the main reason for 
this phenomenon (Maddieson 1997). Instead, an account based on the interface 
between phonetic and phonological effects on compensatory vowel shortening 
offers better predictions.
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1 Phonetic manifestations of gemination
Geminates are known as long or doubled consonants, which contrast with 
short or singleton consonants, e.g. Lebanese Arabic (LA) /ˈkatab/ ‘he wrote’ vs. 
/ ˈkattab/1 ‘he made someone write’. From a phonetic point of view, gemination is 
1 The double consonant notation is used in this article throughout to represent the geminate 
sound at the prosodic (CGCG or CC) or phonemic/melodic (/tt/) level, not just the phonetic level. 
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mainly manifested as lengthening of the consonant, and consonant duration has 
been shown to be the major cue for gemination in many languages (e.g., Ghalib 
1984; Lahiri and Hankamer 1988; Local and Simpson 1999; Arvaniti 1999, 2001; 
Ham 2001; Hassan 2002, 2003; Ladd and Scobbie 2003; Blevins 2004; Payne 
2005; Ridouane 2007). The magnitude of the difference between singleton and 
geminate consonants varies within and across languages. Within languages, 
manner of articulation of the consonant has been shown to influence the 
 geminate-to-singleton ratio and, subsequently, how important the duration cue 
is for the contrast. For instance, sonorants show more distinct geminate-to- 
singleton ratios while sibilants have less distinct ratios, partly due to singleton 
sibilant consonants like /s/ and /ʃ/ being intrinsically long (Tserdanelis and 
 Arvaniti 2001; Blevins 2004; Aoyama and Reid 2006). Place of articulation has 
also been shown to influence consonant duration and the appearance of gemi-
nates, with bilabial and alveolar geminates being generally longer than velar 
ones, and alveolars being the most common type of geminates (Thurgood 1993; 
Local and Simpson 1999). With respect to voicing, voiced sonorants are the easi-
est to maintain and make ‘good’ geminates, while voiced obstruents are the most 
difficult to geminate due to the difficulty in maintaining voicing during the clo-
sure. As a consequence, they are subject to devoicing in many languages (Ohala 
1983; Blevins 2004).
Languages seem to vary considerably with respect to the durational differ-
ence between the singleton and geminate consonants (Ladefoged and Maddieson 
1996: 92). Berber and Finnish are reported to have a 3 to 1 ratio (e.g., Aoyama 
2002; Ridouane 2007), compared with around 2 to 1 (or lower) in Japanese, Ital-
ian, and Turkish (e.g., Lahiri and Hamkamer 1988; Aoyama 2002; Payne 2005). 
Preceding vowel duration has also been found to interact with consonant length, 
but there are conflicting results in the literature regarding whether or not vowels 
shorten before geminate consonants (e.g., Homma 1981; Lahiri and Hankamer 
1988; Cohn et al. 1999; Esposito and Di Benedetto 1999; Ham 2001; Hassan 2003, 
to name a few). This relates to various universal and language-specific phonetic 
and phonological phenomena which will be discussed in more detail in Section 
3. As for the vowel following the coda consonant (V2), relatively little research 
has been carried out on its duration and on whether its length is influenced by 
whether the preceding consonant and first vowel (V1) are short or long. In Finnish 
(Aoyama 2001), Japanese (Idemaru and Guion 2008) and Malayalam (Local and 
Simpson 1988), the V2 has been found to be shorter in geminate than in singleton 
The notation tends to vary considerably across studies, with C, C:, CG/CG or G being used to de-
note a geminate consonant.
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contexts, and shorter than V1 in the geminate context. Local and Simpson (1988) 
explain these results by referring to the rhythmic properties of syllables in Malay-
alam. Nakai et al. (2009) further find that V2 is shorter in the context of a long 
rather than a short V1 in Finnish. In none of these studies, however, has V2 acted 
as a major cue for distinguishing between the singleton-geminate contrast, which 
may be why more emphasis has been placed on V1 and consonant length.
Non-temporal manifestations of gemination have also been reported in many 
studies. These include spectral characteristics of the preceding and/or follow-
ing vowels (e.g., more peripheral and/or closer preceding vowels), creaky and or 
tense phonation, clearer consonantal resonance in sonorants, and sharper/ 
firmer and flatter closures in stops (e.g., Hankamer et al. 1988; Local and Simpson 
1988, 1999; Abramson 1991; Esposito and Di Benedetto 1999; Arvaniti and Tser-
danelis 2000; Tserdanelis and Arvaniti 2001; Payne 2005, 2006; Ridouane 2007; 
Idemaru and Guion 2008). These manifestations suggest a tense/lax distinc-
tion that is thought to enhance the perceptual distance between singletons and 
geminates. In some languages, including Malayalam, the phonetic effects of the 
singleton-geminate contrast are exhibited over long domains, influencing pre-
ceding and following syllables (Local and Simpson 1999).
While consonant gemination in LA is very frequent and plays an important 
role in the grammar of the language (see Section 4), little is known about the 
phonetic realisation of singleton and geminate targets in this dialect or about the 
role played by the preceding vowel. The same is true regarding phonemic vowel 
length (cf. Khattab 2007; Khattab and Al-Tamimi 2008).
2  Phonological representation of medial 
geminates
While early phonological representations (e.g., Chomsky and Halle 1968) de-
picted geminates as single consonants with a [+long]) distinctive feature, the pre-
dominance of non-linear phonology over the last thirty years has shown that 
geminates can occupy more than one timing unit at the prosodic level or have 
more than one syllable affiliation (see Davis [2011] for a review of the phonologi-
cal representation of geminates). Two main approaches to the representation of 
geminates within non-linear models of phonology have dominated the literature 
for some time. Their analyses have a significant bearing on whether or not gemi-
nates are linked to two slots on the prosodic tier, and whether or not they are 
considered to have inherent weight; this issue is relevant for languages with con-
straints on syllable weight (e.g., the occurrence of light and heavy/superheavy 
syllables), stress, and minimum word size.
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In skeletal analyses of the syllable, geminates are single long phonemes 
which are linked to two slots on a prosodic tier; these are normally labelled using 
X or C/V slots (e.g., McCarthy 1979; Leben 1980; Tranel 1991). Within this analysis 
a geminate consonant has two timing slots and the singleton just one (Figure 1a), 
and consonants occupy a timing slot regardless of whether they are in onset or 
coda position. Phonological length is induced from the timing tier; however, this 
does not specify weight, which is a major distinction between skeletal and mo raic 
approaches. Variations on this representation include a two-root node represen-
tation which can arguably explain the occurrence of a geminate split, e.g., by 
epenthesis (McCarthy 1988; Selkirk 1990; Ringen and Vago 2011) or of initial gem-
inates (Hulme et al. 1997).
In Moraic Theory (Hayes 1986, 1989; McCarthy and Prince 1995; Davis 1999), 
geminates are attached to a moraic node and a syllabic node and there is a con-
nection between weight and length on the one hand, and weight and syllable 
position on the other. For instance, short vowels have one mora, long vowels have 
two moras, singleton consonants are weightless (but may acquire weight in coda 
position), and geminates have one mora. Therefore, while geminate consonants 
are weight-bearing, onset consonants do not contribute to syllable weight and the 
weight of coda consonants varies from one language to the other (Hyman 1985; 
Hayes 1989; Broselow et al. 1997). In languages where a ‘Weight by Position’ rule 
applies (Hayes 1989: 259), coda (but not onset) consonants are assigned a mora. 
Fig. 1: Representation of an intervocalic geminate using (a) skeletal and (b) moraic analyses. 
Note that final consonants in Lebanese Arabic count as extra-metrical for stress purposes 
(McCarthy and Prince 1990), hence the /b/ links to a third syllable.
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The consequence of these rules for intervocalic geminates in many languages is 
that they are doubly linked to the rhyme of the first syllable where they act as a 
weight-bearing coda, and to the onset of the second syllable where they act as a 
weightless onset (Figure 1b).
Of main interest to this study is the debate around whether or not gemi-
nates  are weight bearing. A weight-bearing account would suggest that syl-
lables that are closed with geminates are always heavy. This account works well 
for LA (see Section 4 on gemination in LA below), a quantity-sensitive language 
in which syllable weight governs stress patterns and minimal word structure. 
However, Moraic Theory poses problems for languages like Leti, Malayalam, 
Ngalakgan, and Selkup, where syllables closed with a geminate are considered 
light (Tranel 1991; Hume et al. 1997; Baker 2008; Ringen and Vago 2011). This has 
led Hume et al. (1997) to suggest that geminates are inherently non-moraic, while 
Broselow et al. (1997) suggests a solution using mora-sharing with the preceding 
vowel.
There is also disagreement as to whether or not Moraic Theory makes pre-
dictions about surface timing. On the one hand, moras can be considered ab-
stract units which form the lowest level of the prosodic structure (Hayes 1989: 
285) and serve as the link between prosodic and segmental information. On 
the  other hand, it should be possible to make phonetic predictions of length 
based on moraic timing if one were to argue for a closer relationship between 
phonological structure and phonetic timing (Cohn 2003). Broselow et al. (1997) 
draw a straightforward relation between moras and duration. In their analysis 
of  word-internal heavy syllables in Hindi, Malayalam, and Levantine Arabic, 
they  suggest that whether or not consonants contribute to coda weight and 
whether languages  allow trimoraic syllables is language-specific; as a result 
of that, the durational patterns of vowels and consonants portray different mo-
raic representations for word-internal CVC and CVVC syllables in each lan-
guage.  For instance, Hindi  allows superheavy syllables, and coda consonants 
are always weight bearing; this leads vowels in internal CVVC syllables to have 
the same duration as in CVV syllables, as in (1), and coda consonants in inter-
nal CVC syllables to have the same duration as in CVVC (2) (Broselow et al. 1997: 
53–55).
(1)  /kaaʈ.na/ ‘to cut’ vs. /kaa.ʈaa/ ‘cut-PERF’
(2)  /kaʈ.naa/ ‘to be cut’ vs. /kaaʈ.na/ ‘to cut’
In Malayalam, on the other hand, coda consonants are always weightless and 
share a mora with the preceding vowel, leading (long and short) vowels to be 
shorter in closed syllables (3), while consonants maintain the same length in CVC 
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and CVVC since mora sharing happens in both (4) (Broselow et al. 1997: 54–56). 
These results can shed light on the debate around temporal compensation in 
closed syllables, which is discussed in the next section before we return to 
 Broselow et al.’s prediction for moraic representations of word-internal codas fol-
lowing short and long vowels in Levantine Arabic in Section 4.
(3)  /pa.ti̪/ ‘husband’ vs. /pat.ram/ ‘leaf’
  /paa.ti̪/ ‘half’ vs /paat.ram/ ‘vessel’
(4)  /pat.ram/ ‘leaf’ vs. /paat.ram/ ‘vessel’
3  The potential contribution of a moraic 
approach to the discussion around temporal 
compensation in closed syllables
Arguments for a moraic approach to syllables have often revolved around com-
pensatory lengthening (e.g., Hayes 1989; Maddieson 1993; Broselow 1995), where-
by syllables with heavy codas which lose one coda over time undergo vowel 
lengthening of the preceding vowel but not if the same consonant is in onset 
(and therefore weightless) position. As an illustration of this, Hayes (1989: 260–
261) refers to the diachronic loss of /s/ from Latin before anterior sonorants, 
which triggered lengthening of the preceding vowel when in coda position, but 
no change in initial position, e.g., *kasnus > ka:nus ‘gray’, but *snurus > nurus 
‘daughter-in-law’. The same argument works for closed-syllable shortening, a 
phenomenon which is often assumed to be universal on phonetic grounds, but 
which has shown conflicting language-specific patterns which suggest pho-
nological effects that become learned behaviour. There is an assumed universal 
tendency for vowels in open syllables to be phonetically longer than in closed 
syllables (Maddieson 1997). Several articulatory, acoustic, and perceptual expla-
nations have been provided for this observation. For instance, there is a belief 
that the rhythmic structure of words needs to be sustained by balancing the dura-
tion of adjacent phonetic segments so that words with equal numbers of syllables 
do not change in utterance length (Lehiste 1971; Maddieson 1997; Esposito and Di 
Benedetto 1999). In this case a coda consonant may draw on duration from the 
preceding vowel to preserve the phasing between the onsets of the vowels sur-
rounding the consonant (Maddieson 1997: 625) and vice versa (i.e., the consonant 
may shorten if the preceding vowel is long).
In the case of disyllables with medial singleton and geminate consonants, 
the assumption is that the preceding vowel is phonetically shorter in the gemi-
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nate than in the singleton context since the geminate consonant is ambisyllabic.2 
Arguments include the fact that more energy is required for the production of a 
geminate consonant due to the need to move and hold the constriction for longer 
duration (Catford 1977: 298) or due to the increased muscular tension and higher 
oral pressure (Ridouane 2007). This is thought to take away from the total dura-
tion of the syllable containing a geminate as opposed to its single counterpart 
(Belasco 1953: 1016); however, this view would suggest that syllables with gemi-
nates are comparable in length to those with singletons, which may not necessar-
ily be the case. It is important to look at the rhythmic structure of the language in 
order to better understand how the phasing between vowels and consonants 
works within and across syllables. Local and Simpson (1988: 37–40), for instance, 
suggest that the rhythmic quantities for disyllables in Malayalam geminate forms 
are equal, whereas in the singleton form they are short-long. This allows the 
 vowel preceding a geminate to maintain the same length as the one preceding a 
singleton form given the different rhythmic structure.
Another issue relates to the role of perceptual distinction in a phonological 
contrast: in the case of medial closed syllables when the coda consonant is a 
geminate, preceding vowel shortening is thought to enhance the perceptual con-
trast between the geminate and singleton consonants. This has been supported 
by evidence of vowel and/or consonant shortening in various languages (e.g., 
F. Al-Tamimi [2004] on Jordanian Arabic; Cohn et al. [1999] on Buginese, Madu-
rese, and Toba Batak; Esposito and Di Benedetto [1999] on Italian; Ham [2001] on 
Madurese; Hassan [2002] on Swedish; Ridouane [2007] on Tashlhit Berber; Po-
desva [2000] on Buginese and Selayarese). However, studies that have found no 
or inconsistent evidence of temporal compensation in preceding vowels include 
Hassan (2003) and Ghalib (1984) on Iraqi Arabic, Hansen (2003) on Persian, 
Homma (1981) on Japanese, Lahiri and Hankamer (1988) on Bengali and Turkish, 
McKay (1980) on Rembarrnga, and Tserdanelis and Arvaniti (2001) on Cypriot 
Greek. In languages like Persian (Hansen 2003), Finnish (Suomi and Ylitalo 
2004), and Japanese (Idemaru and Guion 2008; Kingston et al. 2009), the preced-
ing vowel has actually been reported to be longer when preceding geminates than 
when preceding singletons. Due to the conflicting results regarding the role of 
preceding vowel length, the major cue for singleton and geminate distinction re-
mains the duration of the consonant itself (Lahiri and Hankamer 1988; Esposito 
and Di Benedetto 1999; Arvaniti and Tserdanelis 2000; Ham 2001; Ladd and 
2 Note that the phonetic shortening described here does not result in a loss of contrast between 
phonologically long and short vowels in a given language but is rather allophonic.
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Scobbie 2004; Idemaru and Guion 2008; Ridouane 2010) or the ratio of the conso-
nant to the preceding vowel (Pind 1999; Hansen 2004).
Conflicting results from the above studies suggest that the phonetic motiva-
tions for temporal compensation are by no means inevitable and may actually be 
under the control of the speaker, depending on the language-specific timing pat-
terns that they have acquired and that become encoded in the phonology. These 
patterns may depend on how a language deals with the relationship between syl-
lable structure, syllable position, and weight. The interesting result about longer 
preceding vowels before geminates in Persian, Finnish, and Japanese reported 
above brings up two issues: these are languages where vowel quantity is contras-
tive as well, which necessitates a closer look at how phonologically short and 
long vowels behave when preceding singleton and geminate consonants. Second, 
the results from Japanese refocus our minds on moraic timing again, given that 
the mora plays a major role in Japanese timing. In languages where vowels and 
geminate consonants each occupy their own mora, there is no motivation for 
vowel shortening unless there is a language-specific constraint on superheavy 
syllables (McCarthy and Prince 1990), which would predict shortening in syl-
lables with phonologically long vowels (in order to avoid trimoraic syllables), but 
not in syllables with short vowels. This issue will be investigated in the current 
study (Section 4).
4 Gemination in LA
Quantity distinctions between both consonants and vowels play a major role in 
Arabic phonology and morphology (McCarthy 1979, 1981, 1986; McCarthy and 
Prince 1990, 1995). In LA, all 24 consonants can be geminated. Vowel length is 
also contrastive, and both long and short vowels occur before geminate conso-
nants (Nasr 1960, 1966; Ham 2001). Word-medial consonants can therefore occur 
in the following trochaic contexts:
ˈCV.CVC /ˈħa.kam/ ‘referee’ ˈCVV.CVC /ˈħaa.kam/ ‘he tried’
ˈCVCG.CGVC /ˈħak.kam/ ‘he treated’ ˈCVVCG.CGV /ˈħaak.ka/ ‘scratched-FEM-SG’
True geminates in LA can also occur in final position (e.g., /ʕam/ ‘to be’ vs. 
/ ʕamm/ ‘uncle’; /ʕaam/ ‘he floated’ vs. /ʕaamm/ ‘public’) and in initial position, 
where gemination is derived as a result of vowel syncope and assimilation be-
tween the definite article /al/ and following coronal sounds (Standard Arabic 
/ al/ + /suuq/ ‘the market’ > /assuuq/ > [issuuʔ] or [ssuuʔ] in LA). The minimal 
word structure and stress patterns in LA provide evidence for a weight distinction 
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that is driven by moraic timing (Broselow et al. 1997; Ham 2001; Watson 2007; 
Davis and Ragheb to appear): onset consonants are weightless while codas 
 acquire a mora due to the Weight by Position rule (Hayes 1989: 258). Hence CV 
syllables in LA are light, CVV and CVC are heavy, while CVVC and CVCC are super-
heavy. Words are minimally bimoraic, as evidenced by the paucity of mono-
syllabic words with underlying CV. Words are also optimally bimoraic following 
the Syllable Binarity rule (Broselow et al. 1997: 65), which has led to a debate 
around the status of superheavy syllables, which are potentially trimoraic. In 
word-final position, one solution is for final consonants to be considered ex-
tra-metrical (McCarthy and Prince 1990), which works well for stress assignment 
purposes in LA: stress falls on the rightmost syllables that are phonologically 
heavy, or else on the penultimate syllable (e.g., /ˈma.la.k/ ‘king’, /ˈmad.ra.sa/ 
‘school’, and /ˈmaa.la.k/ ‘your money’, but /ma.ˈlaa.k/ ‘angel’ and /mal.ˈlaa.k/ 
‘owner’).
In word-internal position (e.g. /ki.taab.hum/ ‘their book’), mora sharing with 
the preceding vowel is predicted in order to preserve the bimoraic structure of the 
syllable (Figure 2), following the Adjunction-to-Mora principle (Broselow 1992: 
14–15). This refers to cases where a following suffix (like -hum in Figure 2) pre-
vents /b/ from occupying an extrametrical syllable, requiring an affiliation with 
the preceding syllable in some dialects (as exemplified in Figure 2) or epenthesis 
in others (McCarthy and Prince 1990).
Broselow et al. (1997) provide phonetic evidence for this from Levantine Ara-
bic (the variety spoken in the Levant, the area covering Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, 
and Palestine). In this variety mora sharing in superheavy syllables is reflected in 
the longer duration of vowels in internal CVV than CVVC syllables, see (5), but no 
difference in V duration between CV and CVC (6). Similarly, coda C is longer in 
internal CVC than in CVVC syllables (7) (Broselow et al. 1997: 59–60). Long vowels 
in CVV syllables were on average 16% longer than long vowels in CVVC syllables, 
while coda consonants in CVC syllables were on average 31% longer than coda 
consonants in CVVC syllables. This suggests that the phonological relationship 
Fig. 2: Adjunction-to-Mora representation of CVVC syllable in /kitaab-hum/ [kitaabhum] ‘their 
book’, showing the consonant /b/ sharing the rightmost mora of the long vowel /aa/ (modified 
from Broselow 1992: 14–15).
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between consonant clusters and long vowels is clearly reflected in the phonetic 
implementation.
(5)  /ki.taa.bi/ ‘my book’ vs. kitaab.hum ‘their book’
(6)  /ʕi.na.bi/ ‘my grapes’ vs. /ʕi.nab.hum/ ‘their grapes’
(7)  /ʕi.nab.hum/ ‘their grape’ vs. /ki.taab.hum/ ‘their book’
Broselow et al. (1997) argue that the stress patterns in LA provide no motiva-
tion for a three-way distinction in syllable weight, suggesting that superheavy 
syllables eventually surface as heavy. However, while the coda consonants dis-
cussed in (7) are singleton consonants in a cluster sequence, the present study 
raises the issue of whether this analysis extends to internal VVCG syllables that 
are the left leg of a geminate (e.g. /ˈħaak.ka/ ‘scratched-FEM-SG’). This requires 
a different representation from that of medial clusters in Figure 2, as the gemi-
nate  is heterosyllabic and is inherently moraic, rather than acquiring weight 
by position like singleton consonants. This leaves open the question of how the 
Adjunction-to-Mora principle would apply. If the avoidance of trimoraic syl-
lables in LA is crucial, then one might expect a similar outcome to that found for 
clusters, with mora sharing between the long vowel and the geminate consonant 
(Figure 3).
In terms of phonetic predictions, VV in CVVCGCGV should be shorter than in 
CVVCVC /ˈmaa.lak/ ‘your money’ (8), but short vowels should not be affected by 
this (9). Kiparsky (2003) and Watson (2007) suggest that this indeed is the case, 
but quantitative evidence is only available for the outcome in short vowel con-
texts (Ham 2001). In his study of Levantine Arabic,3 Ham (2001: 134) highlights 
the lack of vowel shortening in short vowel contexts followed by medial gemi-
nates, but did not elicit CVVCG.CGV data in order to test the predictions in long 
3 Two of the participants were from Jordan and the third from the West Bank, but the words the 
participants read were embedded in carrier sentences that were read in a formal register (/quːl 
bæːbi mara θanja/ ‘say my door again’).
Fig. 3: Application of the Adjunction-to-Mora principle to medial CVVCG syllables, with an 
example from /ħaak.ka/, which would reduce the syllable from trimoraic to bimoraic.
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vowel contexts. What remains to be investigated is whether mora sharing be-
tween long vowels and medial geminate consonants triggers shortening in the 
geminate context as well (10), or whether geminates exhibit different behaviour 
from clusters. Little is known about whether the geminate consonant itself 
 shortens as well.
   (8)  /ˈmaal.la/ ‘bored-FEM-SG’ vs. /ˈmaa.lak/ ‘your money’
   (9)  /ˈma.lak/ ‘king’ vs. /ˈmal.la.k/ ‘he made someone own’
(10)  /ˈmal.la.k/ ‘he made someone own’ vs. /ˈmaal.la/ ‘bored-FEM-SG’
5  Aims of the present study
The present study aims to explore the mutual influence between patterns of pho-
netic timing and theories of representation. As the most comprehensive study 
of gemination in LA to date, the study looks at singletons and geminates for all 
consonant types in this variety (therefore covering all possible places, manners 
of articulation, and voicing states) and at data from 20 speakers, providing an 
opportunity to examine quantitative and qualitative aspects of gemination. The 
study seeks to answer the following research questions:
1. What are the temporal manifestations of the singleton-geminate contrast in 
LA? Here we will look at the singleton-geminate ratio in LA and provide an 
account of the intrinsic influences on consonant duration, with a focus on 
manner of articulation of the consonant.
2. How does a mora-sharing account contribute to the understanding of the 
temporal relationship between medial consonants and preceding long and 
short vowels in LA?
Figure 4 and Table 1 show the phonological representations of the four syl-
lable structures under examination and the predictions for phonetic timing based 
on moraic weight. For ease of reference, the four syllable structures will hence-
forth be referred to using the medial sequence only, without using the G subscript 
for CC:4
ˈCV1.CV2C = ˈV1.CV2 ˈCVV1.CV2C = ˈVV1.CV2
ˈCV1C.CV2C = ˈV1C.CV2  ˈCVV1C.CV2 = ˈVV1C.CV2
4 This decision was made given that we are not looking at clusters in this study, so there is no 
need to keep the two separate.
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The analysis that follows from this account is that geminates are monomo-
raic and syllabify with the coda of the first syllable and the onset of the second 
syllable. However, they do not shorten the preceding vowel because they make 
CV1C heavy, not light. Weight is therefore expected to be similar to that of CVV1, 
which is considered heavy and has twice the length of CV1. As for target words 
with medial VV1C.CV2 structure, these are expected to show shortening of both 
VV1 and possibly CC due to the bimoraic limit of the syllable and the need for 
mora sharing in order to avoid a trimoraic syllable. Another possibility is for the 
consonant to retain its weight while the vowel shortens. While the mora sharing 
analysis is normally applied to consonant clusters under the Adjunction-to-Mora 
principle for Eastern Arabic dialects (Broselow 1992: 14–15; Broselow et al. 1997), 
it may be the case that the medial geminate weight is retained in order to distin-
guish between medial clusters and geminates in VV1C.CV2 structure, or it could be 
Fig. 4: Mora-based representation of medial singleton and geminate consonants preceded by 
phonologically short and long vowels.
Table 1: Predicted syllable weight following a mora-based analysis. Segments that carry weight 
are underlined.
Lexical item
Gloss
ˡ ħa.kam
referee-
MASC-SG
ˡ ħaa.kam
tried-
MASC-SG
ˡ ħak.kam
treated-
MASC-SG
ˡ ħaak.ka
scratched- 
FEM-SG
Syllable structure ˡV1.CV2 ˡVV1.CV2 ˡV1C.CV2 ˡVV1C.CV2
Moraic links in first syllable 1 2 2 3
Moras in first syllable monomoraic bimoraic bimoraic bimoraic
Syllable binarity effect no mora 
sharing
no mora 
sharing
no mora 
sharing
mora 
sharing
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that trimoraic syllables are allowed in LA in the case of a medial geminate. This 
leads to the following predictions:
1. V1 in ˡV1C.CV 2 is comparable in duration to V1 in ˡV1.CV 2
2. VV1 in ˡVV1C.CV 2 is shorter than in ˡVV1.CV2
Vowel duration is therefore expected to show the following pattern: VV1 > VV1C >  
V1 = V1C.
3. CC in ˡVV1C.CV2 is shorter than in ˡV1C.CV2 or comparable in duration if gemi-
nate consonants are not affected by mora sharing in the same way as conso-
nant clusters
Consonant duration is therefore expected to show the following pattern: 
V1CC ≥ VV1CC
The main test for the moraic account is therefore in the varying way in which 
preceding vowel duration interacts with a coda consonant. If the duration is 
shortened only in phonologically long vowels, then this would constitute strong 
support for a moraic account of medial gemination. If, on the other hand, the 
preceding vowel shortens regardless of its phonological length, then this may be 
due to the more generally assumed phonetic effect of closed syllable shortening 
(Maddieson 1997).
6 Methodology
6.1  Speakers and data processing
Twenty subjects (10 males and 10 females) with no reported history of speech or 
language disorders and aged between 18 and 40 were recruited in Beirut. All sub-
jects were university-educated and were born and raised in Lebanon. At the time 
of recording, half of them had lived in Beirut for most of their lives, while the 
other half had studied there for at least 2 years, but no other criteria were used to 
control for their dialectal background. All subjects were also exposed to English, 
and in some cases French, due to the multilingual nature of Lebanon.
The subjects were audio-recorded in a quiet room either in an office or in their 
homes while reading a randomized word list with target short and long vowels 
and consonants in four trochaic structures. The four word structures are shown 
and exemplified in Figure 4 and Table 1. The disyllables consisted of minimal or 
near-minimal sets (more on this below). These included words with all LA conso-
nants and were randomized before presentation. Fillers were also included at the 
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beginning and end of each page in order to minimise effects from intonation at 
the beginning and end of a reading list. A total of 296 target tokens from each 
subject were used for this particular study, to include 24 consonants, 4 syllable 
structures, 3 examples, and 8 fillers.
The recordings were made digitally in mono with a 16-bit, 44.1 kHz sampling 
rate, using an Edirol R9 solid-state recorder and a SONY MS957 Uni-Directional 
Stereo Electret Condenser microphone. In order to overcome the problem of asso-
ciating written stimuli with the use of Standard Arabic (vernacular Arabic is nor-
mally only spoken), the spelling and diacritics of target words were adapted to the 
colloquial LA pronunciation, and the whole session including instructions was 
carried out in colloquial Arabic. Subjects were instructed to produce the written 
words as if they were speaking them in their own variety in an informal style and 
normal rate. Initial trials were done and 19 out of our 20 subjects had no problems 
completing the task in a vernacular style. One subject consistently switched to a 
standard style and was consequently replaced by another subject. We are confi-
dent that the elicited data are representative of the LA variety, but even if there 
had been an influence from the Standard variety, we are not aware of any major 
differences in the realisation of gemination between LA and the Standard variety.
Designing near-minimal sets for the four word types was challenging due to 
the low frequency of occurrence of target words with VV1C.CV2 structure. Some of 
the words with this structure were rejected by the subjects who stated that they 
used a different word for the same target (e.g., /zihˈʔaane/ instead of /ˈmeelle/, 
both meaning ‘bored-FEM-SG’), which yielded fewer tokens for this context com-
pared with the other three (1 or 2 examples rather than 3 for some subjects). The 
target vowel before (V1) and after (V2) the medial consonant in each case was /a/ 
or /aa/, though the long vowels were sometimes raised due to Imala, a process 
that involves raising long /aa/ vowels to [ee] in LA (Nasr 1966), e.g., [ˡħeekam] ‘he 
tried’ and [ˡħeekke] ‘scratched-FEM-ADJ’. The following LA consonants were elic-
ited in their singleton and geminate form: /b, t, tˤ, d, dˤ, k, ʔ, f, s, sˤ, z, ʃ, ʒ, x, ɣ, ħ, 
h, m, n, l, ɾ, w, j, ʕ5/, but /j/ was subsequently excluded from the analysis due to 
insufficient number of tokens from all required syllable structures.
With the exception of the ˡVV1C.CV2 structure, three tokens per participant 
for each of the target consonants in each of the syllable types were elicited and 
used for auditory and acoustic analysis using PRAAT version 5.1.0 (Boersma and 
Weenink 2009). A small number of tokens were eventually discarded during the 
analysis phase due to noise or other technical problems. The data were labelled 
5 /ʕ/ is classified as an approximant rather than a fricative due to its common realisation as such 
in LA; this was confirmed by the acoustic and auditory patterns that were found in this study.
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semi-automatically using the package STK (Farinas et al. 2005). This method 
adds boundaries of C and V intervals based on the computation of F0 and inten-
sity. Once the labelled data were obtained, a PRAAT script specifically designed 
by the second author was used to transfer the boundaries into TextGrids. Then a 
manual inspection of the boundaries was carried out to check for potential errors 
in the automatic extraction (example in Figure 5). A total of 5,171 word-list tokens 
were analysed.
The following measurement criteria were adopted, using modified criteria 
from Turk, Nakai, and Sugahara (2006):
– For V1 the beginning was determined in accordance with the rise in ampli-
tude from the previous consonant and appearance of formant structure, and 
the end in accordance with the drop in amplitude and disappearance of or 
abrupt change in formants.
– The boundaries for medial stops were determined according to the drop in 
amplitude and disappearance of formant structure in the preceding vowel 
and start of voicing and formant structure in the following vowel. In the case 
of stops, the consonant phase itself was typically (but not always) marked by 
Fig. 5: An illustration of data labelling showing the word /bana/ ‘he built’ as produced by one 
of the male speakers and realized with a breathy offset to the second vowel. Breathy offsets 
were not considered as part of the vowel but were included in the calculation of word duration.
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a period of complete or near absence of acoustic energy, followed by the re-
lease burst and a period of delay in voice onset time and/or frication before 
the start of the following vowel.
– The boundaries for medial fricatives were determined according to the onset 
and offset of visible and/or audible friction, including any period of silence 
which sometimes preceded the start of the following vowel.
– Nasals, laterals, and approximants (including the voiced pharyngeal frica-
tive) were mainly identified through the drop in amplitude and beginning/
end of transitions in the surrounding vowels, coupled with absence of higher 
formants for approximants and /ʕ/. Deciding on the exact spot for the begin-
ning and end of transitions was a challenging task, but the semi-automatic 
procedure that was used enabled the authors to decide on the boundaries 
based on a combination of changes in F0, visual inspection of the spectro-
gram, and auditory impression.
– Taps and trills were delimited from the drop in amplitude and/or cessation 
of formants in the preceding vowel (but not formant shadows) to the rise in 
amplitude indicating the release of tongue contact and start of formants in 
the following vowel. Where taps and/or trills were realised as approximants, 
the labelling followed the same procedure as for laterals and approximants.
– For V2, the onset coincided with the end of the preceding consonant. The end 
of V2 was marked in accordance with any intensity variation observed on the 
spectrogram and/or the waveform. Where V2 was in final position and the last 
part was voiceless and low in amplitude, the end boundary was placed be-
fore the start of formant shadows/end of voicing and a hypothetical conso-
nant was labelled to represent the last portion (Figure 5). This was done in 
order not to include this last portion in the analyses of V2, following work by 
Nakai et al. (2009) which suggests that the voiceless offset does not contrib-
ute to the perception of length in this vowel. It was not our intention to anal-
yse the hypothetical consonant or claim its phonological status.
The following durational measurements were made:
– the first target short or long vowel, henceforth V(V)1
– the medial target singleton or geminate consonant, henceforth C(C)6
– the second target short vowel, henceforth V2
– the whole word
6 Within the medial C(C), many other durational measures were taken but these are discussed 
elsewhere (Al-Tamimi and Khattab 2011, under review). For instance, the durations of voiced and 
voiceless periods were computed. For stops, the following additional durational measurements 
were made: closure duration, voice onset time (VOT), release burst, aspiration.
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Absolute and proportional durations were taken, the latter as a function of the 
medial V(V)1C(C)V2 sequence and of the whole word. The aim was to assess the 
degree to which the durations of each of V(V)1, C(C), and V2 contribute to overall 
word duration and to the distinction between the four syllable structures, and to 
explore the mutual effect between medial C(C) duration and that of surrounding 
vowels. Note that the inclusion of V2 here is for descriptive purposes rather than 
any theoretical motivation around the adopted moraic analysis, which is more 
concerned with the phonetic implementation of the medial consonant and the 
preceding vowel.
6.2 Statistical design
To examine the contribution of each of the durational measurements to the dis-
tinction between the singleton and geminate consonants and the potential influ-
ence of the syllable structure on this contrast, three separate two-way ANOVAs7 
were run on the data using SPSS 19 (one on each of the consonantal parts C(C)2, 
on the preceding vowel V(V)1, and on the following vowel V2). Each ANOVA test 
was then followed by Bonferroni post-hoc analyses to reveal the contribution of 
each level of the independent variables separately to the model. Two measures 
of  effect size are provided: the omega-squared measures (w ²) for the omnibus 
ANOVAs, and Cohen’s d for the post-hoc analyses.8 These effect size measures 
make it possible to show the degree to which a significant difference is really im-
portant in distinguishing between singleton and geminate targets. Highly signifi-
cant differences were expected due to the nature of the data that were obtained 
(short and long consonants and vowels, high number of speakers and tokens, 
etc.). Using effect size measure therefore made it possible to understand the con-
tribution of a difference to the whole model.
7 We checked the normality and the homogeneity of variance of our data, and although in most 
cases the data were not normally distributed, we are confident of the statistics reported here be-
cause of the high number of observations (e.g., Field 2009).
8 Omega-squared (w ²) is an unbiased measure of strength of association. It estimates how much 
of the variance associated with the dependent variable(s) can be explained by the independent 
variable(s) in the whole population. The range of w ² is from 0 to 1. w ² value is ‘large’ (L) when 
over .15, ‘moderate’ (M) when between .06 to .15, and ‘small’ (S) otherwise (Cohen 1988). An w ² 
value of .17 means that 17% of the variance in the dependent variable(s) was accounted for by 
the independent variable(s), and can be considered as a large effect using Cohen’s benchmarks. 
Cohen’s d effect size measure can be used when comparing only two groups. Cohen’s d value is 
‘large’ when over .8, ‘moderate’ when between .5 to .8, and ‘small’ otherwise (Cohen 1988).
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Two factors were included in each ANOVA: Syllable Structure (V1C2V2, 
V1CC2V2, VV1C2V2, VV1CC2V2) and Manner of Articulation (approximants, frica-
tives, lateral, nasals, rhotic, stops).9 The dependent variables in each ANOVA 
were: Absolute Duration, Proportional Duration Relative to the V(V)1C(C)2V2 Syl-
lable, and Proportional Duration Relative to the Whole Word.
In addition, in order to evaluate the robustness of the differences observed in 
the ANOVAs between singleton and geminate consonants, we carried out several 
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) procedures. LDA predicts the strength of the 
differences obtained that might enable grouping of data. The higher the signifi-
cant differences and the effect size, the stronger the grouping coefficients are (i.e., 
higher classification rates will be obtained from highly significant differences 
that have high effect size).
The grouping variable in each LDA was either Syllable Structure or Manner of 
Articulation, and the independent variables (or predictors) were the three dura-
tional measurements. For data classification, the leave-one-out method was used 
for cross-validation. This method classifies each case by the functions derived 
from all the cases (or groups) other than that case. While the ANOVA may show 
significant differences between the groups, the LDA shows if any of these dif-
ferences enables the grouping of these variables. Results from the LDA will be 
reported as the proportion of variance explained and the percentage of correctly 
classified data.
7 Results
7.1 General results
Statistical results obtained from the three omnibus two-way ANOVAs are pre-
sented in Table 2. These show that the four syllable structures can be distin-
guished significantly for each of V(V)1, C(C)2, or V2, based on each of the three 
durational measures, and that this factor contributed very highly to the model 
(see F value and w ² values). Manner of Articulation and the two-way interaction 
(Syllable Structure * Manner of Articulation) were also differentiated significantly 
based on durational measures, but with lower F values and a smaller effect size.
9 Gender and speaker differences were not accounted for in this study. We ran separate four-
way ANOVAs with syllable structure, manner of articulation, gender, and speaker as indepen-
dent variables, and all three-way and four-way interactions were not significant. These non- 
significant results suggest that, regardless of their gender or individuality, all speakers produce 
the four syllabic shapes in the same manner across manners of articulation.
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7.2 Absolute duration results
Figure 6 shows the mean and standard deviation (SD) results for the absolute 
duration of V(V1), C(C) and V2 in each of the four syllable structures for all speak-
ers. Looking at V(V1) first, absolute duration enabled the distinction between the 
four syllable structures in the omnibus ANOVA, with a large effect size (Table 2). 
Bonferroni post-hoc statistics enabled comparison between comparable syllable 
structures. For short V1, there was no significant difference in the absolute dura-
tion of this vowel between ˈV1CCV2 (M = 78 ms, SD = 23) and ˈV1CV2 (M = 77 ms, 
SD = 26) ( p = 1, d = .05 (S)), whereas in the long vowel context, VV1 is significantly 
longer with moderate effect in ˈVV1CV2 (M = 166 ms, SD = 36) than in ˈVV1CCV2 
(M = 149 ms, SD = 32) ( p < .0001, d = .49 (M)). On average, the ratio of V1 to VV1 is 
1 to 2.10 in singleton contexts and 1 to 1.91 in geminate contexts, with no overlap 
between the distributions of short and long target vowels (Tables 3 and 4).
Moving on to C(C), there is a clear durational difference between the gemi-
nate consonants in ˈV1CCV2 and ˈVV1CCV2 and their singleton counterparts in 
ˈV1CV2 and ˈVV1CV2, respectively, with no overlap between the geminate-singleton 
distributions, suggesting that duration is a strong distinguishing cue for the 
 singleton-geminate contrast (Table 3). Bonferroni post-hoc results show that C(C) 
duration is generally longer than V(V)1, especially in ˈVV1CCV2 contexts (see Fig-
ure 6). The ratio of C to CC is 1 to 2.15 in short vowel contexts and 1 to 1.82 in long 
Fig. 6: Mean absolute duration and SD results for all speakers in each of the five syllable 
structures.
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vowel contexts. However, this is not due to CC shortening in the long vowel con-
text; instead, C duration was coincidentally longer in ˈ VV1CV2 (M = 99 ms, SD = 39) 
than in ˈV1CV2 (M = 84 ms, SD = 35), with a moderate effect ( p < .0001, d = .42 (M)). 
As expected, C duration in the geminate environments was significantly longer 
than in the singletons, with a very large effect size; C(C) in ˈV1CV2 (M = 84 ms, 
SD = 33) and ˈV1CCV2 (M = 182 ms, SD = 41) ( p < .0001, d = 2.64 (L)) and C(C) in 
ˈVV1CV2 (M = 99 ms, SD = 39) and ˈVV1CCV2 (M = 181 ms, SD = 38) ( p < .0001, 
 Cohen’s d = 2.11 (L)). Unlike V(V)1, there is no significant difference between CC 
in ˈV1CCV2 (M = 182 ms, SD = 41) and ˈVV1CCV2 (M = 181 ms, SD = 38) ( p = 1, d = .01 
(S)); this result is interesting and will be revisited in the discussion.
Results of V2 duration show significant differences linked with syllable struc-
ture differences (see Tables 3 and 4). V2 duration seems to vary with C(C) length 
in that it is significantly longer in the geminate than the singleton context, with a 
small to moderate effect, ˈV1CCV2 (M = 147 ms, SD = 42) compared with ˈV1CV2 
(M = 137 ms, SD = 39) ( p < .0001, d =.27 (S–M)), and ˈ VV1CCV2 (M = 158 ms, SD = 43) 
compared with ˈVV1CV2 (M = 134 ms, SD = 40), with a moderate to large effect, 
( p < .0001, d = .58). V(V)1 length only seems to affect V2 duration in the gemi-
nate CC context, whereby V2 is significantly longer with a small-to-moderate ef-
fect in ˈVV1CCV2 (M = 158, SD = 43) compared with ˈV1CCV2 (M = 147 ms, SD = 42) 
( p < .0001, d = .25 (S–M)), but this may be caused by the lack of a final conso-
nant in the ˈVV1CCV2 structure rather than due to VV1. Note that V2 duration was 
Table 3: Mean duration (in ms) and standard deviations (in brackets) for vowels and consonants 
in the four trochaic syllable structures, and for the whole word.
V1CV2 V1CCV2 VV1CV2 VV1CCV2
V1 C V2 V1 CC V2 V V1 C V2 V V1 CC V2
78
(23)
84
(33)
137
(39)
77
(26)
182
(41)
147
(42)
166
(36)
99
(39)
134
(40)
149
(32)
181
(38)
158
(43)
V1CV2 = 284 (24.8) V1CCV2 = 390.3 
(25.2)
VV1CV2 = 361.2 
(24.4)
VV1CCV2 = 469.8 
(29.2)
Table 4: Ratios of medial C to CC and V1 to VV1
Ratio of C to CC V1 contexts VV1 contexts
1:2.15 1:1.82
Ratio of V1 to VV1 C contexts CC contexts 
1:2.10 1:1.91
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found to be phonetically long in all contexts despite the fact it is phonologically 
short and in an unstressed syllable position. This may be due to the word list 
 effect.
Looking at the overall V-C-V duration in the four syllable structures (Table 3), 
there are three groups of durations reflecting both phonological length and 
 shortening where relevant: when both V1 and C are phonologically short, the 
mean duration for that sequence is around 300 ms. When either the vowel or the 
consonant is phonologically long, the sequence duration is around 400 ms, and 
when both are long the duration is around 500 ms. The duration of the V-C-V se-
quence in the fourth syllable structure provides argument for different weight in 
this structure compared with sequences where either the consonant or the vowel 
are phonologically long, potentially supporting the existence of superheavy syl-
lables in LA despite the slight VV1 shortening.
7.3  Proportional duration results
In terms of proportional duration (Figure 7), i.e., duration of V(V) and C(C) either 
as a proportion of the medial V-C-V sequence (Figure 7, top) or of the word (Figure 
7, bottom), the general patterns observed in absolute duration results still hold 
(also see Table 2 for statistical differences), but there is now evidence of temporal 
compensation between Vs and Cs depending on phonological length (only rele-
vant statistics will be reported here). For instance, V1 in ˈV1CCV2 contexts contrib-
utes a smaller proportion of the overall duration compared with V1 in ˈV1CV2 con-
texts relative to both the word with a moderate effect ( p < .0001, d = .55 (M)) and 
to the V-C-V sequence with a large effect ( p < .0001, d = 1.1 (L)). Note that this is 
due to the length of the medial CC, not V1 shortening (V1 has comparable absolute 
durations in ˈV1CV2 and ˈV1CCV2 contexts, cf. Section 7.2), so any potential percept 
of shorter vowels in ˈV1CCV2 would be due to the near-doubling of consonant 
length. Similarly, medial C in ˈVV1CV2 occupies a smaller proportional duration 
than in ˈV1CV2 contexts only in V-C-V sequence with a moderate effect size 
( p < .0001, d = .36 (M)), but this is once again due to the longer VV1 in the former 
context, not shorter consonant length; no differences are observed in the propor-
tional duration relative to the word ( p = 1, d = .003 (S)).
In the ˈVV1CCV2 context, both VV1 and CC occupy a smaller proportional du-
ration with moderate to large effect, compared with contexts where only the first 
vowel or the consonant is long: VV1 in ˈVV1CCV2 is proportionally shorter than in 
ˈVV1CV2 (in V-C-V sequence, p < .0001, d = 1.55 (L) and in word context, p < .0001, 
d = .72 (M-L)), and CC in ˈVV1CCV2 is proportionally shorter than in ˈV1CCV2 (in 
V-C-V sequence, p < .0001, d = .95 (L) and in word context, p < .0001, d = .26 (M)).
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As for V2, its proportional length seems to vary as a proportion of both V(V)1 
and C(C) length. When proportions are obtained as a function of the V-C-V se-
quence (Figure 7, top), V2 is proportionally shortest when both V1 and C are 
 phonologically long (i.e., in ˈVV1CCV2), with moderate to high effect (in all cases, 
p < .0001, d from < .17 to > .8), and longest when they are short, with very high ef-
fect (in all cases, p < .0001, d from > .8). When proportional duration relative to 
the word is considered (Figure 7, bottom), the same pattern is observed in the first 
Fig. 7: Mean proportional duration for vowels and consonants in each of the four syllable 
structures as a proportion of the medial VCV sequence (top) or the whole word (bottom).
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two syllable structures, i.e., V2 is shorter in ˈVV1CV2 and ˈV1CCV2 than in ˈV1CCV2 
( p < .0001, d = .29 (S–M)); however, the fourth syllable structure is not compara-
ble with the others here due to VV1CCV2 words having no final consonant.
Results from proportional durations suggest that the percept of a phonologi-
cally longer vowel or consonant does not necessarily require a neighbouring 
sound to shorten, but is rather achieved solely through lengthening of the seg-
ment itself, which leads it to occupy a larger proportion within the syllable or the 
word. This echoes findings that suggest that the primary cue for gemination is 
the duration of the consonant itself (Lahiri and Hankamer 1988; Esposito and Di 
Benedetto 1999; Arvaniti and Tserdanelis 2000; Ham 2001; Ladd and Scobbie 
2004; Idemaru and Guion 2008; Ridouane 2010).
7.4  Interaction between Syllable Structure and Manner 
of Articulation
Figures 8, 9, and 10 show durational results for V(V)1, C(C)2, and V(V)2, respec-
tively, as a function of the different manners of articulation of the medial conso-
nant.10 Starting with V1 (Figure 8), the omnibus ANOVA reveals a significant two-
10 Only results obtained from absolute durations are presented here, as the same patterns were 
observed with proportional durations relative to the V-C-V sequence or to the whole word.
Fig. 8: Mean duration (in ms) and standard deviations for V(V)1 in each of the consonant 
categories.
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way interaction between Syllable Structure and Manner of Articulation, with a 
small effect size (Table 2). The general pattern for separate distributions for V1 in 
short and long targets is maintained for all categories, with the longest vowels 
found in ˈVV1CV2 structure with a moderate effect size (in all cases, p < .0001, 
d > .29 and < .66 (M)). Rhotics and approximants were preceded by the longest 
vowels and fricatives and stops by the shortest vowels, with a moderate to large 
effect size, which shows an interaction between V(V)1 and C(C) whereby intrinsic 
consonant length triggers a shorter preceding vowel (in all cases, p < .0001, d > .8). 
This type of temporal compensation is related to manner of articulation and is 
independent of the phonological length of the medial consonant or its preceding 
vowel.
Moving to the medial C(C)2 (Figure 9 and Table 5), the omnibus ANOVA re-
vealed a significant interaction of Syllable Structure and Manner of Articulation 
with a small effect size (Table 2). Bonferroni post-hoc analyses showed that the 
general patterns still hold across manners of articulation, i.e., medial consonants 
in geminate environments are significantly longer than medial consonants in 
 singleton environments, with very large effect size (in all cases, p < .0001, d > 2.2 
(L)). The comparison between Manner of Articulation in interaction with Syllable 
11 The mean value reported here is the arithmetic mean obtained from the pooled data across 
all manners of articulation.
Fig. 9: Mean duration (in ms) and standard deviations for C(C)2 in each of the consonant 
categories.
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Structure revealed that in short C contexts (ˈV1CV2 and ˈVV1CV2), the shortest con-
sonants are taps, followed by laterals, nasals, and approximants, and the longest 
are stops and fricatives (in all cases, p < .0001, d > .8). In long CC contexts, the 
order is more or less the same, although approximants are shorter than nasals 
and laterals (in all cases, p < .0001, d > −.8). When looking at the ratio of singleton 
to geminate consonants (Table 5), it is the shortest consonants that produce the 
highest ratios, with liquids and nasals showing the greatest difference in dura-
tion between singleton and geminate targets, while the shortest durational dif-
ference was found between singleton and geminate fricatives. Within the ap-
proximant category, glides had surprisingly robust singleton-to-geminate ratios, 
suggesting that a durational contrast is still achievable in this supposedly inher-
ently short category of sounds. One interesting observation from our data relates 
to the occasional realisation of taps (treated here as singletons) and trills (treated 
here as geminates) as approximants, especially by females, which led to longer 
duration for these segments than would be expected of the targets. This realisa-
tion has been reported before (Khattab 2002) and relates to social and linguistic 
variation in /r/ realisation in LA.
As for V2 (Figure 10), the omnibus ANOVA reveals a significant two-way inter-
action between Syllable Structure and Manner of Articulation, with a small effect 
size (Table 2). Overall results suggested that V2 was significantly longer in gemi-
nate environments compared to singletons (see sections 7.2 and 7.3). When com-
paring results by manner of articulation, the same general patterns still hold, 
mainly in the long VV1 environments, with V2 significantly longer in ˈVV1CC2V2 
compared to V2 in ˈVV1C2V2 with moderate effect (in all cases, p < .0001, d > .58 
and < .8). In V1 environments, in all manners of articulation but laterals, nasal, 
and stops, V2 was significantly longer in ˈV1CC2V2 compared to V2 in ˈV1C2V2 with 
moderate to large effect (in all cases, p < .0001, d > .28 and < .85). Also within 
this environment, V2 duration was the shortest in lateral, stop, and fricative envi-
Table 5: Ratio of C to CC in each of the consonant categories
Ratio of C to CC in 
short V contexts
Ratio of C to CC in 
long V V contexts
Stops 1:2.44 1:2.10
Fricatives 1:1.85 1:1.53
Nasals 1:2.60 1:2.17
Laterals 1:2.64 1:2.34
Rhotics 1:5.04 1:3.21
Approximants 1:1.96 n/a
Mean11 1:2.15 1:1.82
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ronments, and longest following nasals and rhotics, with moderate to large ef-
fect  sizes (in all cases, p < .0001, d > .5 and < .1); in VV1 environments, V2 was 
the   shortest following laterals and longest following approximants, fricatives, 
and rhotics, with moderate to large effect sizes (in all cases, p < .0001, d > .5 
and < .1).
7.5  Discriminant analysis
Each of the two-way ANOVAs was followed by separate LDAs.12 Several LDAs for 
each of V(V)1, C(C)2, or V2 were performed on the Durational Measures as predic-
tors and Syllable Structures as grouping variables.
Looking at Syllable Structures, the grouping variable, we present the results 
in Table 6 for each of V(V)1, C(C)2, or V2. This table shows the degree to which the 
12 Two additional LDAs were performed with Gender and Speaker as predictors. The overall LDA 
classification results were very poor in the discrimination between Males and Females or be-
tween speakers, showing that these factors cannot be significantly differentiated using any of the 
durational measures. LDA results by manner of articulation revealed high classification results 
at around 40%, showing that the ANOVA results obtained in this study were robust, i.e., dura-
tional measurements were not sufficient in discriminating the manner of articulation. Thus, only 
results of the LDAs by syllable structure and by separating the classification results by manner of 
articulation will be reported here.
Fig. 10: Mean duration (in ms) and standard deviations for V(V)2 in each of the consonant 
categories.
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LDAs are successful in discriminating the groups, by indicating the significance 
level of each discriminant function, the number of dimensions used to discrimi-
nate between the four syllable structures, and how much of the variance is ex-
plained by each dimension. For V(V)1, the three durational measures were cor-
related with the first discriminant function, and absolute duration was used as 
the first predictor in the classification, followed by proportional duration relative 
to the V-C-V sequence and then by proportional duration relative to the whole 
word. For C(C)2, absolute duration and proportional duration relative to the whole 
word were correlated with the first discriminant function and were used as main 
predictors. Proportional duration relative to the V-C-V sequence was correlated 
with the second discriminant function. And finally, for V(V)2, the three durational 
measures were correlated with the second discriminant function, and the propor-
tional duration relative to the whole word was used as the first predictor, followed 
by the absolute duration and finally proportional duration relative to the V-C-V 
sequence.
Classification rates obtained from the separate LDAs were relatively high 
with some confusion, mainly between syllabic shapes with compatible V1 and/or 
C2 length (Table 7). For V(V)1, classification rates with cross-validation were 
75.7%  with some confusion, mostly between ˈV1C2V2 and ˈV1CC2V2, or between 
VV1C2V2 and ˈVV1CC2V2 (Table 7). For C(C)2, classification rates were 68.2%, with 
confusions between ˈV1C2V2 and ˈVV1C2V2, or between ˈV1CC2V2 and ˈVV1CC2V2 
 (Table 8), and finally for V2, they were at 60.2% with confusions, especially be-
tween ˈV1CC2V2, ˈVV1C2V2, and VV1CC2V2; ˈV1C2V2 was the only syllable struc-
Table 6: LDA results for syllable structure as a grouping variable, for each of V(V)1, C(C)2, or 
V(V)2. Under discriminant function(s), this indicates the number of dimensions used (three in 
this case) and how much of the variance the combination of the three dimensions, the second 
and third combined, and only the third is explained by these dimensions.
C/ V Discriminant 
functions
Wilks’s 
L
c
2 df Pvalue R ²
V( V )1 3: all = 73.2% .195 8443.56 9 <.0001 .814
2 + 3 = 26.5% .579 2827.26 4 <.0001 .645
3 = .4% .990 52.76 1 <.0001 .101
C(C)2 3: all = 78.6% .288 6431.49 9 <.0001 .772
2 + 3 = 21.1% .712 1754.28 4 <.0001 .533
3 = .3% .994 31.20 1 <.0001 .078
V( V )2 3: all = 98.4% .325 5805.81 9 <.0001 .815
2 + 3 = 1.6% .968 166.69 4 <.0001 .176
3 = .0% .999 3.68 1 =.055 .027
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ture  with very high classification rate at 86.4% with very little confusion (see 
 Table 8).
Overall, these results are compatible with what was presented in the previous 
sections, with main confusions linked to compatible syllabic shapes on either V1 
or C2.
When LDA was carried out on the interaction between syllable structure and 
manner of articulation, the overall results stood again, and the classification 
rates were slightly higher than those obtained without any specification of the 
manner of articulation (Table 8). The confusion matrices in the classification by 
Table 7: Confusion matrices in the classification of syllable structures in V(V)1, C(C)2, and V2 
contexts. The numbers show the percentage of correct classification of each grouping variable 
as a function of the predicted Group Membership.
Syllable 
Structure
Predicted Group Membership Total
V1C2V2 V1CC2V2 V V1C2V2 V V1CC2V2
V( V )1 V1C2V2 72.4% 24.2% 3.0% .5% 100%
V1CC2V2 8.8% 85.4% 1.8% 4.0% 100%
VV1C2V2 9.3% 2.4% 72.7% 15.6% 100%
VV1CC2V2 3.6% 16.3% 12.8% 67.3% 100%
C(C)2 V1C2V2 74.3% 7.7% 17.9% .1% 100%
V1CC2V2 7.1% 72.6% 7.2% 13.0% 100%
VV1C2V2 17.6% 12.8% 62.1% 7.4% 100%
VV1CC2V2 1.2% 28.1% 13.5% 57.2% 100%
V2 V1C2V2 86.4% 9.3% 4.3% .0% 100%
V1CC2V2 8.3% 58.0% 26.7% 7.1 100%
VV1C2V2 6.8% 46.2% 38.9% 8.0 100%
VV1CC2V2 .0% 30.0% 21.5% 48.5% 100%
Table 8: Classification rates of syllable structure as a grouping variable in V( V )1, C(C)2, and 
V2 contexts by manner of articulation.
V( V )1 C(C)2 V2
Overall 75.7% 68.2% 60.2%
Approximant 83.3% 81.1% 68.0%
Fricative 74.7% 70.4% 65.5%
Lateral 89.3% 85.3% 63.5%
Nasal 85.1% 80.6% 65.7%
Rhotic 89.4% 84.5% 68.2%
Stop 84.9% 78.4% 64.1%
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manner of articulation were almost the same as reported earlier in this section 
but with less confusion.
8  Summary of results
Here we revisit the research questions and the predictions that we made in Sec-
tion 5. With respect to the temporal manifestations of the singleton-geminate con-
trast in LA, geminate consonants were found to be twice as long as their singleton 
counterparts, with no overlap between the singleton and geminate ranges. Pho-
nologically long vowels were also found to be twice as long as their short counter-
parts. Vowels were in general phonetically shorter than consonants, and occu-
pied smaller proportions of the V-C-V sequence and the word. When the different 
consonant manners of articulation were looked at, the singleton-to-geminate 
 ratio ranged from 1:1.85 in fricatives to 1:2.64 in laterals in the short vowel context 
(rhotics are excluded here). The patterns that were exhibited in the four syllable 
structures across all consonants remained very stable in each of the manners of 
articulation that were examined. LDA showed very good classification of V(V)1, 
C(C)2, or V2 across the four syllable structures, with main confusions linked to 
vowels or consonants with compatible phonological length.
In terms of the predicted variation in the duration of V(V)1 and CC across the 
four syllable structures, predictions 1 and 2 were confirmed. Vowel duration in 
the four syllable structures showed the following pattern: VV1 (166 ms) > VV1C 
(149 ms) > V1 (78 ms) = V1C (77 ms), supporting a mora-based account of timing in 
LA. As for prediction 3, medial CC duration was not found to be affected by the 
phonological length of the preceding vowel, with V1CC (182 ms) = VV1CC (181 ms). 
While we had no specific predictions for V2, it was found to be consistently longer 
in geminate than in singleton environments. Proportional durations as a function 
of the word or the V-C-V sequence show that the presence of a phonologically 
long segment leads to a proportionally shorter neighbour; this is driven by the 
duration of the target long segment, and no actual shortening of surrounding 
segments occurs apart from the long vowel in VV1CCV2.
9 Discussion
This study looked at vowel and medial consonant duration in four syllable struc-
tures in LA; the aim was to explore the way singleton and geminate consonants 
pattern with surrounding vowels and the implications this has for phonological 
structure, in particular suprasegmental representation and weight distribution. 
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A moraic view of timing was tested due to the fact that Moraic Theory has been 
shown to account for various aspects of stress and syllable structure in Arabic 
(e.g., Broselow et al. 1997; Watson 2007; Davis and Ragheb to appear), but also 
due to its ability to yield different predictions for phonetic behaviour of short and 
long vowels when preceding geminate consonants.
Duration in LA was found to be a robust cue for phonological consonant and 
vowel length, with the distributions for short and long consonants and vowels 
showing no overlap. This is not entirely surprising when considering the fact that 
quantity distinctions between vowels and consonants play an important role in 
Arabic morphology (McCarthy 1981). It is, however, important to bear in mind 
that duration is not the only cue for the distinction between short and long con-
sonants and vowels in Lebanese Arabic; the rates of classification of the Discrim-
inant Analyses reported earlier do not show a 100% classification rate, and there 
are other non-temporal cues to the distinction between singleton and geminate 
consonants (Al-Tamimi and Khattab 2011, under review). Moreover, LA seems to 
pattern with the group of languages that have a 2 to 1 rather than 3 to 1 ratio be-
tween singleton and geminate consonants.
As reported elsewhere, sonorants showed the highest singleton-to-geminate 
ratios, which may help to explain their frequency as geminates in many lan-
guages (e.g., Ohala 1983; Blevins 2004; though see Kawahara et al. [2011] for argu-
ments against the frequency of sonorants, highlighting their confusability with 
neighbouring vowels). While fricatives were amongst the longest consonants, 
their singleton-to-geminate ratios were relatively less distinct, mostly due to the 
sibilants in this category, which had long singletons; this may reduce the percept 
of a phonological length contrast for this class of sounds and explain why sibi-
lants are susceptible to de-gemination types (Tserdanelis and Arvaniti 2001; 
Blevins 2004; Aoyama and Reid 2006). Taps and trills have been included here, 
although we acknowledge that the contrast between them involves a lot more 
than duration and that they may involve lengthening of the previous vowel. Our 
reported results, however, remained robust even after removing rhotics from the 
data. Moreover, the durational contrast in singleton and geminate /w/ was robust 
and had comparable ratios to the other categories of sounds, supporting Maddie-
son’s (2007) view that geminate glides are not rare because of their short dura-
tion, but probably because their margins are poorly defined. Indeed, labelling /w/ 
and /j/ in this study was tricky due to the difficulty in deciding on their margins 
with the surrounding vowels, but they showed distinct phonologically short and 
long durations.
The durational results obtained in this study support mora-based timing for 
LA. This was shown in the different predictions for V1 and medial C(C) duration 
in the four syllable structures that were examined: first, V1 showed no evidence 
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of shortening in a closed syllable context (ˈV1C.CV2) compared with an open one 
(ˈV1.CV2). This suggests that phonetic timing in this case is determined by weight 
that is mora-based rather than influenced by syllable structure, as V1 duration 
does not seem to be affected by its proximity to a coda consonant in ˈV1C.CV2. This 
also suggests that V1 duration does not provide very useful information for con-
sonant quantity, although proportional durations (Figure 7) did show that V1 
 contributes a smaller proportion of the overall duration of the word when the 
following consonant is a geminate. These results are similar to what is found for 
mora-timed language like Japanese (Idemaru and Guion 2008) whereby the con-
sonant durational cue is sufficiently strong, rendering the duration of the preced-
ing vowel less important for the singleton-geminate contrast. Syllable-timed lan-
guages, on the other hand (e.g., Italian or Madurese), are thought to have a less 
robust singleton-geminate durational difference and to show a durational inverse 
between the stop and the preceding vowel (e.g., Esposito and Di Benedetto 1999; 
Ham 2001).
Second, in the long VV1 context, the influence of both syllable and moraic 
structure can be seen, whereby VV1 in ˈVV1.CV2 is longer than in ˈVV1C.CV2. Here, 
the bimoraic limit on syllable weight requires mora sharing between VV1 and CC 
in ˈVV1C.CV2, leading to a shorter VV1 than in ˈVV1.CV2. What is interesting here, 
though, is that CC did not shorten in ˈˡV1CCV2 versus ˈVV1CCV2, showing that 
the effect of mora sharing only influenced the preceding vowel. This result sets 
medial geminates apart from medial clusters in LA, where the coda has been 
shown to shorten by by around 31% (Broselow et al. 1997). This result also sug-
gests that medial geminates in long VV1 contexts are not semi-geminates as Mad-
dieson (1993: 14) suggests, but instead preserve their weight and duration. CC 
duration in LA seems to be more generally robust than VV duration and relatively 
less influenced by syllable constraints; this was shown in the generally longer 
C(C) than V(V) durations, and in the way C(C) influenced V2 duration more than 
V(V)1. So while the moraic representation for words with medial clusters and 
geminate consonants following Adjunction-to-Mora are the same (Figures 2 and 
3), the inherent weight in geminate consonants may play a role in these conso-
nants resisting the shortening required to turn from trimoraic to bimoraic syl-
lables. This might give internal VVC syllables with a medial geminate an interme-
diate status: they are longer than other bimoraic syllables in LA (VV1 and V1C), 
but show VV1 shortening. This might explain why ˈVV1CCV2, structures have rela-
tively low frequency in LA (Ham 2001).
Contrary to what has been reported in studies on other languages (e.g., Local 
and Simpson 1988; Aoyama 2001; Idemaru and Guion 2008), V2 duration was 
found to be longer in the geminate than in the singleton context (ˈV1CCV2 com-
pared with ˈV1CV2, and ˈVV1CCV2 compared with ˈVV1CV2). Local and Simpson ex-
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plained the shorter V2 results that they found in the geminate context in terms 
of  the rhythmic quantities of Malayalam, claiming that disyllables are equally 
weighted in geminate contexts whereas the first syllable is short and the second 
long in singleton contexts. In principle the same can be said to apply in this study, 
but with disyllables in the short C contexts having a long-short rhythm in the 
trochaic contexts looked at here while they have equal weight in the geminate 
contexts. This leads V2 to have relatively shorter duration in the singleton con-
texts and longer duration in the geminate contexts. The longer V2 in the geminate 
context could be playing a perceptual role of minimising the percept of V1 length, 
rendering V(V)1 proportionally shorter in geminate than singleton contexts. While 
the majority of studies concentrate on cues for the singleton-geminate contrast in 
the preceding vowel and the consonant itself, our results suggests that V2 dura-
tion may also offer secondary cues.
This study has shown that there is a relationship between phonological 
structure, moraic weight, and phonetic timing in LA, as demonstrated in the 
 patterns found for segmental timing in medial geminate consonants and their 
surrounding vowels. Consonant and vowel duration in LA are governed by a com-
bination of phonological length, syllable structure/position, and mora-based 
weight. In terms of phonological length, geminate consonants and phonologi-
cally long vowels are statistically longer than their singleton/short counterparts, 
and duration is a robust cue for the phonological contrast in each case. In terms 
of the prosodic hierarchy and the interaction between mora-based weight and 
syllable structure, the moraic representations suggested for LA in this study 
and  adopted by Broselow et al. (1997: 76) seem to provide a valid reflection of 
syllable-weight oppositions in the four contexts examined here, and moraic 
structure is directly reflected in phonetic timing. This was shown in the way me-
dial consonant and surrounding vowel duration patterned in each of the four 
 syllable structures which showed the influence of mora-timing. Mora sharing in 
the case of geminate consonants and long vowels (ˡVV1CCV2 syllables) not only 
reflects a phonological relationship between geminate consonants and long 
 vowels, but also a phonetic reality: this was the only context where VV1 showed 
shortening compared with ˡVV1CV2, while remaining significantly longer than 
phonologically short V1.
10 Conclusion
By adopting a prosodic template model for LA that uses a moraic approach to 
syllable structure, and by providing acoustic data on durational cues, our re-
sults  exhibit convergence between phonological representation and phonetic 
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 implementation. While mora-timing has often been found useful for the descrip-
tion of syllable weight in Arabic, the results in this study constitute the first set of 
quantitative evidence for systematic phonetic manifestations of the mora in the 
singleton-geminate contrast in LA, as was suggested for clusters by Broselow 
et  al. (1997). Syllable position and mora-conditioned weight were found to be 
powerful in predicting phonetic timing for singleton and geminate consonants 
and their surrounding vowels, suggesting an effect of phonological structure, in 
this case a hierarchical suprasegmental representation that is governed by mo-
raic weight, on phonetic timing (Hubbard 1995; Ham 2001; Cohn 2003). This is a 
step forward from Hayes’ (1989) treatment of moras as abstract units which 
make no predictions about surface timing. Segmental structure is also clearly im-
portant, since non-moraic consonants also contribute to the physical duration, 
and intrinsic consonant length plays a role in the strength of the singleton- 
geminate contrast. This supports Ham’s (2001) suggestion of the need to integrate 
both segmental and prosodic structure in any model of phonetic timing. Phonetic 
predictions, moreover, must also be language specific and under the control of 
the speaker, since the results from this study do not necessarily apply to other 
Arabic dialects (cf. Broselow et al. 1995; F. Al-Tamimi 2004) or other languages 
(Tranel 1991; Hume et al. 1997; Esposito and Di Benedetto 1999; Podesva 2000; 
Hassan 2002; Ringen and Vago 2011). As Ham (2001) points out, factors such as 
whether a language allows closed syllable shortening, whether there are con-
straints on quantity in VC sequences, or whether timing is syllable or mora based 
(as evidenced by temporal spacing between vowel onsets) all play a role.
While Moraic Theory predicts that syllables closed with a geminate always 
count as heavy, Broselow et al. (1997) point out that in some languages syllables 
closed with a geminate can still be considered light, e.g., Malayalam, where 
weight is entirely dependent on vowel length. It is therefore important to consider 
the role of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations in the implementation of pho-
netic timing, as pointed out by Ham (2001) in his study of geminate timing in 
several languages. Ham (2001: 173) further suggests that some languages like 
Madurese follow syllable- rather than mora-timing, as the temporal interval be-
tween vowel onsets in this language is static. On the other hand, languages like 
Hindi are heavily moraic and allow a trimoraic syllable structure, which does not 
require mora-sharing in a ˡCVVC.CV(C) environment where the medial CC is a 
geminate (Broselow et al. 1997). These phonological patterns translate into dif-
ferent moraic representations of CVC and CVVC syllables across the different lan-
guages. It has been shown here that the prosodic hierarchy plays a major role 
in  the implementation of phonetic timing; it is therefore important to consider 
language-specific strategies which emerge from the co-ordination of articulatory 
gestures for consonants and vowels.
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